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Let p be an odd prime and 
Qp=<x,yIxp=y2,yxy-‘=x-l) 
the generalized quaternion group of order 4p. The aim of this paper is to 
calculate the class number of the integral group ring ZQ,; by this we mean 
the order h(ZQ,) of C/(ZQ,), the group of stable isomorphism classes of 
locally free ZQ,-modules. To state the result, we introduce the following 
notations: [ is a primitive pth root of unity, Z, = Z[c], Q,= a(l), 
0; = Q, n R = maximal real subfield of Q,, Zp’ = Z, n 0:) Y = (1 - 5) = 
unique prime ideal over p in H,, Y + = Y n Zt, CI’ (Zp+ ) = narrow ideal 
class group of Z; = Z,+-ideals in QT modulo principal ideals with a totally 
positive generator, h + (77: ) = order of Cl + (Z,’ ). It is well known that there 
is an exact sequence 
where H is an elementary 2-group (see, e.g., [4, Exercise 35.21). For any 
ring R, Rx denotes the unit group of R; ) A j denotes the cardinality of a 
our computations is the finite set A. The result of 
THEOREM. 
WQ,) = w,+ )h+(Z;)lcok(+,t” -(Z,‘/2Y+)“)) P, 
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82 
where 
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P-l 
2 
if pElmod4, 
P= 
P+l 
2 
if pr3mod4. 
COROLLARY. Let D(ZQ,) be the kernel group of ZQ,, i.e., the kernel of 
the canonical surjective homomorphism Cl(ZQ,) -+ Cl(A,,,), where A,,, is 
any maximal order containing ZQ,. Then 
lD(ZQ,)I = Icok(Z;” -(Z,‘/2~+)“)~ .P. 
It must be emphasized that Cl(ZQ,) is defined by stable, not ordinary 
isomorphism. This is crucial in the present case, because CIQ, contains 
a totally definite quaternion algebra as one of its components, and 
M.-F. Vigntras has shown that there are only finitely many orders at all in 
such algebras for which stable isomorphism implies isomorphism [7]. In 
particular, the degree of the central field over Q must be ~33; it follows 
that for p b 67 one has to expect ZQ,-modules which are stably free but 
not free. 
The main technical tool for our computations is the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence of Reiner-Ullom [6] (see also [S]): 
THEOREM A. Let 
be a fibre diagram of orders in finite dimensional semisimple Q-algebras. 
Assume that /I is finite and g, or g, is onto. Then, if A, and A, satisfy the 
Eichler condition, we have an exact sequence 
If the Eichler condition is not satisfied, we still have the exact sequence 
1 ~gl(GlZ(A,))g,(Gl,(A,))~Gl,(;i)~ Cl(A)-*Cl(A,)OC1(/1,)~0. 
Of course, we have to use the Gl,-version, but it turns out that in the two 
cases occurring during the proof the Gl,-indices actually equal the indices 
of the unit groups of the respective rings. The reasons for this, however, 
seem to be quite different in both cases. 
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Proof of the theorem. Our first task is to represent ZQ, as an iterated 
tibre product of simple orders. We define representations of Q, by 
(The upper indices d and q are to indicate representations of dihedral resp. 
quaternion type). Then 
and 
and 
(where r stands for complex conjugation) are easily recognized as crossed 
product orders 
Define 
the congruences are to be understood coefficientwise. Then we have 
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LEMMA 1. The representation 0: x al x 0,” x a; defines an isomorphism 
between ZQ, and the order A given by the fibre diagram 
A-A 
I I 
P 
mod jY 
A,= ;I,=A,modY 
The proof is a straightforward calculation, carried out in [3, Lemma 11. 
As /i I c A,, Theorem A gives 
h(ZQ,)=h(A)=h(A,)~h(A,)~~GI,(/I,):Gf,(/1,)mod~~. (1) 
We now have to calculate the single factors on the right-hand side of (1). 
(i) Calculation of h(A , ) : A, is given as a fibre product 
A,- A; 
I I 
mod 2 
A:= Afmod2=Ai’mod2 
Here the Eichler condition is satisfied for both tibres, and we can apply 
Theorem A in the simple form. As h(A~)=h(Af)=1(A~mod2)“: 
A;‘” mod 21 = 1, we obtain h(A,) = 1. 
(h(Af) = 1 may be checked by the fibre diagram 
Af%ZC,- Z 
I I 
mod 2 
z x Zmod2.) 
(ii) Calculation of h(A,): again, Ap is given as a fibre product 
AP- /lp” 
mod 2 
I 
1 
A;~~p=~~mod2=A;mod2 
This time, the Eichler condition is not satisfied (for A;), and Theorem A 
gives 
h(A,)=h(A,d).h(A;). IGl,(l,): Gl,(A,d).Gl,(A;)mod21. (2) 
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The class numbers on the right-hand side of (2) are calculated with the aid 
of 
THEOREM B. Let A be any order in the simple algebra A, central over the 
number field K with integral domain R. Let K+ = (x E K” 1 x > 0 at all real 
primes of K ramified in A} and J(K) = idele group of K. Let nr denote 
reduced norm (in the global and in all local situations). Then 
Cl(A) N 
J(K) 
K+n,nrA;’ 
where the product extends over all finite primes 9 of R. 
This is a special case of Theorem 2.21 of [IS]. 
Now AZ and A; are crossed product orders over a tamely ramified exten- 
sion. By a result of Williamson [S], they are hereditary. The well-known 
local structure of hereditary orders (see, e.g., Section 39 of [4]) shows that 
for all finite primes 9 of iZz, nr(A;); = nr(Az),” = (Z:),” . Hence 
Theorem B gives 
(Compare the discussion on p. 12 of [S]. It is elementary to check that 
O/i; is a totally definite quaternion algebra; see also [3].) This accounts 
for the class numbers occurring in the formula for h(ZQ,). Next we have to 
deal with the unit index in (2). This is done in two steps: we first prove the 
inequalities 
1 Gf,(;i,) : G1,( A,“) mod 2 ( 2 
1 Gl,(;T,) : Gl,(A,d) GZ(A;) mod 2 I > 
I(Z,‘/(2))“:Z,+” mod21=jcok(Z,+” -(Z,+/(2))“)(. 
(3) 
We then show that the first and third term in (3) are equal. This of course 
implies that the middle term, which is the required index, has the same 
value. 
The first inequality of (3) is trivial. To prove the second, we note that the 
reduced norm 
nr: M,( A:) --) Zp’ , 
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viewed mod 2, gives a homomorphism 
nr: G&(2,,) + (Z,‘/(2)) x. (4) 
If A E G/,(/I,) is in Gl,(n,d) mod 2 or G12(/lpY) mod 2, then nr A E Zp’ x 
mod 2. Hence we have a homomorphism 
GU;l,) &x2)) x 
nr’ Gl,(A,d) Gf2(A;) mod 2 --) (E,+ x mod 2)’ 
I claim that nr is onto. Now 2 is unramified in Z,,, and Z,+/(2) is a direct 
sum of fields; M,(;i,) splits analogously. It is therefore enough to check the 
surjectivity of nr in (4) on the components of this decomposition. Let 9 be 
a prime divisor of 2 in Zp’. It s&ices to show that the field norm 
Nr: Q,, -+ Ql induces a surjection (Z,/@?,) x -+ (h,+/g) x. If 9 is inert in 
qJq+ 7 this is a special case of the well-known fact that the norm is onto in 
extensions of finite fields. If 9 is decomposed, we have gZ, = y1 p2, 
qll@, = q7/, 1 x qJg2 9 and r exchanges pi and p2; Zz/p is embedded 
diagonally, and Nr maps (a, b) E H,,/gZ, to (ab, ab) E Zl/g. Trivially, this 
map is onto. This proves the second inequality in (3). Now we calculate 
1 Gl,(?i,): GZ,(/i,d) mod 2 1 and claim first that 
I G12(Ap): Gl,(A,d) mod 2 I= 12,” : “p”” mod 2 1. (5) 
Equation (5) could certainly be proved by direct calculations with the 
matrices; this seems to be not too easy because ;I, is not commutative. We 
use the following “bypass”: 
Consider the fibre diagrams 
A- A; 
I I 
M,(A) - M,(fg 
mod 2 and 
I I 
mod 2 
4x 4 mA,d) Q w-&J 
(where A is defined by the first diagram). By Theorem A (note that the 
Eichler condition is satisfied!) 
h(A) = h(Apd)’ ) 2; : Ap”” mod 2 1, 
h(M,(A)) = h(M2(A,d))* ( Gl,(;i,): G12(Apd) mod 2 1. 
But by a result of Jacobinski (see the discussion on p. 322 of [6]) 
Cl@ I= WM,(A 11, Cl(A,d) N C4M2(4)). 
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Comparing these equations, we obtain (5). To calculate 1 ;i,” : Ai” mod2 1, 
we transfer the whole situation into a different setting. It is well known that 
The isomorphism can be made explicit by conjugating the matrices of QA,d 
with A4 = ( ‘:f 1 ; i). We will need the image of AZ and (later) of SYA,d under 
this map. 
LEMMA 2. 
Proof. This is a straightforward calculation, a variant of which has 
been carried out in [2]. Details are omitted. 
For any ideal o in Z,(Z,+) let F(O) (f(o)) denote the congruence group 
mod o in Gl, ; i.e., the kernel of GI,(Z,) + GI,(H,/o) (GZ,(Z,+ ) + 
G/,(Z,f/o)). The index in question is 1?1/: AZ” mod 21 = 1(,4$2A,“)” 1: 
1 A;” /A,“” f-l T(2)1. 
We have an injection 
which is in fact onto since the congruence mod +Y+ which by lemma 2 
defines MA,dM- ’ has no effect mod 2. Furthermore, as M is invertible 
mod 2, 
M(A,dx n p(2)) M-’ = MA;” Mpl n Z-(2). 
For brevity, let us write G = G1,(Z,t), G’ = MA:” M-’ c G. Thus our index 
is 
Now I claim that 
G’f(2) = G. (6) 
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LEMMA 3. (i) Let D be any ideal of Zp’. Then 
1 GZ,(Z,+ /u) : GI,(Z,f ) mod o I= 
I(Z,‘/o)” : zp’ x mod01 = Icok(Z,+” +(H,+/o)“)J. 
(ii) G + GZ,(Z,+/g+) is onto. 
Proof: (i) One knows (see, e.g., [l, Cor. 2.81) that SI,(Z,+) + 
Sl,(h,+/o) is onto. The claim follows from 
GI,(Z;/u) = SZ,(H;/u) x1 (Z;/o) x. 
(Of course, the argument works quite generally.) 
(ii) It suffices to show that Zp’ x -+ (Z,‘/?V/’ ) x = F; is onto, and this 
follows easily from a consideration of cyclotomic units, which are products 
of real cyclotomic units and roots of unity. 
Now we prove (6). Consider the chain of groups 
G’ c G’T( 2) c G. 
As r(!Y+)cG’, IG: G’l= IG/T(%Y+): G’/r(g+)l. 
By lemma 3(ii), G/T(+Y + ) = GI,(F,), whence G’/T(?!Y + ) = invertible 
lower triangular matrices over F,. This latter group has order (p - i)* p, 
while IGZ,(F,)I =(p*-l)(p- 1)~. Hence lG:G’/ =p+ 1. The matrices 
(;:fJ’;‘) and (A *,“), n=O, . . . . p- 1, represent pairwise different left cosets 
of G’r(2) mod G’, whence I G’r(2): G’I kp + 1. This proves (6). Now we 
finally get our unit index 
lGf2(Z,+/(2)):Gmod21 = Icok(h,+” -(Z,‘/(2))“)1 
by lemma 3(i), which shows that the inequalities (3) are equalities. 
Combining this with the class numbers calculated earlier, we have 
h(A,)=h(Z;)h+(Z;)Icok(Z,+” -(E;/(2))“)~. (7) 
(iii) It remains to compute the unit index 1 G&(J): Gl,(n,) mod SY 1, 
where now L!~ = {(A, B) E /‘p” x /1; 1 A E B mod 2}, ;i, = AP mod +Y. Since 
the congruence mod 2 and the effect of z vanish mod ??J, we have 
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It is easily seen that ;I, is commutative, and in fact, 
Ap N FZ 
if prlmod4, 
Fpz x F; if p=3mod4. 
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(8) 
As ;I, is commutative, we can write 
Gl,(;i,) = Sl,(A,) K ;i; ; 
as R, is a direct sum of fields, S/,(;i,) is generated by elementary matrices 
and hence contained in Gl,(n,) mod Y. Therefore the determinant induces 
an injection 
WA,) mod Y --) Ax 
SWp) P ’ 
whose image clearly is A; mod Y. It follows that 
1 G&(2,): G&(/i,) mod Y I= ( Ap” : “p” mod Y 1. 
To proceed further, we now need detailed information on .4;” , which is 
given by 
LEMMA 4. 
“;I” =,,Qp){(; Ij)aeE+Q,~h:“. 
ProoJ Let K denote the kernel of nr: ,4qx --) Zp’ x . Obviously, 
K =) c$Q,), and we claim that equality holds. K isPa finite group (see [3] 
or [7]) and consequently, by the well-known list of finite subgroups of the 
quaternion skewfield, must be isomorphic to a subgroup of a generalized 
quaternion group Qn, or of the binary tetrahedral, octahedral, and 
icosahedral group of order 24, 48, and 120, resp. If p > 5, the only can- 
didate is Qn. If K $ a;(Q,), then /t; would contain a root of unity 5 of 
order rp, r > 2, which is impossible since I (Q,‘(t) : Ql 1 > 2. Hence 
K = g;(Q,) for p > 5, and for p = 3,5 one can show the same by a direct 
calculation which is omitted here. Now every E E A;” is obviously an 
element of the normalizer of K in &I;. By a result of Vigneras (Prop. 6 of 
[7]), this normalizer equals 
(( 
1-t-r 0 
q(Qp) o l+i-’ >> 
Q+x 
p . 
But 1 + [ is a root of unity times a real cyclotomic unit, hence (’ gi I +OC-,) is 
contained in a;(Q,) Q,+ x . From this one reads off the lemma. 
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Lemma 4 shows that the projection /I; + A;” of A; to the quaternion 
component is surjective, loosely speaking: every E E A; x “has a partner” in 
ndx. (The ring projection nP -+ /1; is obviously onto, but it is not clear a 
p;ori that a unit of A; is the image of a unit of A,.) Let K be the kernel 
of this projection; clearly K z {A E ,4;1” JA 3 1 mod 2). The sequence 
l+K-+/i;+/i;“+l 
mod CY-+ 1, and 
leads to 1 -+ K modY+ A; modCV+A;” 
IA; modgl= I/‘;” modSVI~(KmodYl. 
Using Lemma 4 once more, we see that 
and hence 
lnqX mod%l=2(p-1). P (9) 
It is clear from (8) that 
@,x1= (P- II4 
if prlmod4 
(P’- l)(P- u2 if ps3mod4. 
(10) 
Next we calculate 
JKmod CYYJ = 
(A;” f-l T(2)) &Y) 
r(g) . 
As in (ii), we transfer everything to G = GI,(Z,+) by conjugating with M. 
We have seen already that M(A,dx n F(2)) M-’ = G’n r(2). Using 
lemma 2, we find 
where 
C,=M((; ,!l))M-l=((; ~;~;;;::)). 
Now we have a surjection 
(p,(G’nr(2))ly”y+)_,(G’nr(2))r(Oy+)C, 
r(g+) r(cv+)c, ’ 
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and I claim that cp has kernel N C,; this means that X= (t r: z{ z [I:) E 
(G’n r(2)) f(fY+). mod g;/+, Xr (t y), and it suffices to show ({ y) E 
G’n I’(2)) r(?V;/+). But this group contains (t y) and (j y), hence also (i y), 
as is easily seen. The order in question is therefore 
1 (G’ n r(2)) r(C!Y+) 
P r(c!/+) . 
Now 
(G’n r(2)) I-(?!/+) G’ n Z-(2) G’ n Z-(2) 
r(q+) =G’nlJ2Y+)= f(2CiY+) 
(because r(g+ ) c G’), and 
As we know from our computations in (ii), 
Using Lemma 4, we find 
W) I I - = I G/l-(2%Y+)l: 1 G/r(2)1 r(2Y + ) 
JW~,+W+)l +oW;” -(~;/W”)l 
IGI,(Z,+/(2))1.Icok(Z,+” -(6;/2~+)” I 
1 cok(Z; x 
= (P2- lb- l)P. Icok(Z; x 
+ (q/w) x )I 
+ (z;/2g+)“)j’ 
Hence ( 11) becomes 
Icok(Z+ x 
(p- ‘12’ Icok($. 
-+ (q/P)) x )I 
+ (E;/2g+)“)l’ 
Combining (9), (lo), and (12) we obtain the unit index 
(11) 
(12) 
1;1;:/1,“modWl= 
1 cok(E; x + (qw+)” )I p 
1 cok(Z; x + @,‘/cw )I ’ 
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with 
P= 
if pElmod4 
if p=3mod4. 
Together with (1) and (7), this yields the theorem. It is clear from the class 
number calculations in (ii) that h(Z,+) h+(Z,+) is the class number of a 
maximal order of QQ,; this gives the corollary. 
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